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•  The	GROUP-C	experiment	on	the	ISS	rou7nely	collects	
GPS	signals	for	the	purpose	of	radio	occulta7on	
sensing	of	the	Earth’s	ionosphere	

•  On	May	24,	2018	the	GROUP-C	experiment	collected	
high-fidelity	GPS	data	which	serendipitously	included	
anomalous	signals	

•  Follow-up	data	collec7ons	and	analysis	revealed	that	
the	anomalous	signals	were	GPS	interference	

•  We	report	on	the	characteris7cs	of	the	interference	
signals	

Bottom Line Up Front 
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Acquire	ionospheric	occulta7ons	and	high-sensi7vity	
measurements	of	ultraviolet	airglow	on	the	Earth’s	
disk	to	demonstrate	advanced	ionospheric	
specifica7on	with	second-genera7on	sensors.		

GROUP-C Summary 

GPS	Radio	Occulta4on	and	Ultraviolet	
Photometry—Colocated	
•  is	an	unclassified	DoD	Space	Test	Program	experiment	
aboard	the	ISS,	part	of	the	STP-H5	payload	

•  demonstrates	a	second-genera7on	compact		ultraviolet	
photometer	and	a	so\ware-defined-radio	GPS	receiver	for	
advanced	ionospheric	remote	sensing.	

•  launched	aboard	the	SpaceX	CRS-10	Falcon	9	on	2017-
Feb-19	14:39	UT.	

•  rou7nely	collects	GPS	signals	for	the	purpose	of	radio	
occulta7on	sensing	of	the	Earth’s	ionosphere	

FOTON	receiver	
– L1,	L2C	dual	frequency	
– 100	Hz	samples	
– So\ware-defined	radio	
– 300	kbps	data	rate	
– “Raw	capture”	capability	
– New	firmware	can	be	
uploaded	

Fast	Orbital	TEC,	Observables,	and	Naviga7on	
(FOTON)	GPS	receiver	on	STP-H5/GROUP-C	



Observations with FOTON 
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•  Looking	a\	and	toward	limb,	the	orbital	mo7on	of	ISS	causes	a	GPS	satellite	to	appear	to	
set	–	an	occulta7on	

–  Fundamental	measurement	–	difference	in	carrier	phase	between	GPS	L1	and	L2C	signals	and	
difference	in	pseudoranges	yield	integrated	electron	content	(TEC)	along	line-of-sight	

180∘ fish-eye  
aft view 

Solar array 
rotation zone 

–  GPS	Tracking	begins	above	the	ionosphere	(dashed	box)		
•  ~15°	x	10°	field-of-view	

–  TEC	profile	of	ionosphere	is	obtained	over	~1	minute	
–  ~250	GPS	ionospheric	occulta7ons	are	observed	each	day.	



•  Some	signals	exhibit	fairly	strong	amplitude	fluctua7ons	even	while	maintaining	good	C/
N0	(Carrier-to-Noise).	This	may	indicate	mul7path	or	blockage	from	ISS	structures.	

•  FOTON	has	a	special	mode	to	capture	and	dump	GPS	signals	from	the	radio	A/D	front	
end.		(Capture	70	sec,	3.5	hours	to	download)	

FOTON Quicklook Analysis 
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•  First	raw	RF	front-end	data	capture	
from	PRN	11	
–  Displays	strongest	signal.		Processed	on	

ground.	
–  Not	an	occulta7on	



•  Some	raw	capture	data	
acquired	by	FOTON	in	2018	
included	strong	interference	
signals	

•  This	seriously	degraded	the	
the	scien7fic	u7lity	of	
occulta7ons	for	atmospheric	
sensing	

•  Strong	interference	has	
important	implica7ons	for	
civil	and	military	GNSS	
applica7ons	

Raw Capture of GNSS Interference 
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Characterizing Terrestrial GNSS Interference from
Low Earth Orbit

Todd E. Humphreys, Lakshay Narula, Manuel Appel, Michael Meurer, Scott Budzien,

Abstract—Observation of terrestrial GNSS interference (jam-
ming and spoofing) from low-earth orbit (LEO) is a uniquely ef-
fective technique for characterizing the scope, strength, and com-
position of interference and for estimating transmitter locations.
Such details are useful for situational awareness, interference
deterrance, and for and developing interference-hardened GNSS
receivers. Results of a 1.5-year study of global interfence are
presented, with emphasis on a particularly powerful interference
source active on the coast of Syria during 2018.

Index Terms—GNSS interference; spoofing; emitter localiza-
tion; Doppler positioning

I. INTRODUCTION

GNSS interference, including spoofing and jamming, is an
increasing concern.

Space observation offers world-wide coverage. Even ex-
tremely powerful interference sources are sufficiently atten-
uated by spreading loss that authentic signals can be tracked,
allowing precise position, velocity, and timing of LEO receiver
to be determined, which, in turn, permits accurate estimation
of the interference transmitter location if a Doppler time his-
tory can be extracted from some component of the interference
signal.

II. OBSERVATIONS

Raw IF samples were captured through the front-end of
the FOTON receiver [1]. Ground processing using a software-
defined GNSS receiver enabled tracking of both false and
authentic signals.

Particularly strong interference signals captured in the first
half of 2018 exhibited the following characteristics:

1) All GPS L1 C/A spreading codes from 1 to 32 were
present in the data.

2) All signals spread by the GPS L1 C/A spreading codes
exhibited a common and constant carrier frequency near
GPS L1.

3) No discernable navigation data were modulated on the
signals, rendering them ineffective at spoofing, but par-
ticularly effective at denying GPS service (jamming).

4) No false Galileo signals were detected.
5) Civil GPS signals at L2 were subject to narrowband

interference, but were not spoofed as on L1.
6) The false signals at L1 exhibit unexplained fading and

spectral characteristics.

Todd E. Humphreys is with the Department of Aerospace Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 78712
USA. e-mail: todd.humphreys@mail.utexas.edu

Fig. 1: Ground tracks for interference-affected captures on
days 74, 144, and 151 of 2018. Each capture spans approxi-
mately 70 seconds.

7) The interference at L1 caused approximately 6 dB of
C/N0 degradation of authentic GNSS signals for a nar-
rowband (⇠ 3 MHz) receiver at a distance of 1340 km.
Assuming standard free-space path loss and a uniform
transmitter antenna pattern, at the height of a commercial
airliner (⇠ 10 km), the interference is projected to cause
over 100 dB of C/N0 degradation in GPS signals for
direct overhead flight, and at least 32.5 dB of degradation
for any aircraft within line of sight of the transmitter (less
than 360 km from the transmitter at a 10 km altitude).
This would prevent use of GPS L1 C/A signals for
commercial aviation anywhere within line of sight of the
transmitter.

III. OPEN QUESTIONS

1) Is the 0.25-MHz prominence observed in the day 144
capture purposeful or an artifact? If the former, what
purpose does it serve?

2) Are the rapid fades in the false signals, highlighted in
the zoomed inset of the top panel in Fig. 4, purposeful
or merely the result of a poor design?

3) Is it worth combining the 3 days of data to obtain a
refined estimate of the transmitter location? The current
location is based only on day 144’s data. It would be
straightforward to combine the three days’ worth of data;
one would only have to extend the parameter vector by
two elements to include unique clock rate offsets for the
transmitter on the three different days.

4) Is it legitimate to neglect the time rate of change of
ionospheric and tropospheric delay as I have done? What

•  Ground	tracks	for	interference-affected	raw	
captures	on	days	74,	144,	and	151	of	2018.			

•  Each	capture	spans	approximately	70	seconds.	

74	

144	
151	



•  All	GPS	L1	C/A	spreading	codes	from	1-32	were	present	in	the	
interference	data	

•  All	signals	spread	by	the	GPS	L1	C/A	spreading	codes	exhibited	nearly-
common	and	constant	carrier	frequencies	near	GPS	L1	

•  No	discernable	naviga7on	data	were	modulated	on	the	signals	
•  No	false	Galileo	signals	were	detected	

•  Civil	GPS	signals	at	L2	were	subject	to	narrowband	interference,	but	
were	not	spoofed	as	on	L1	

•  The	false	signals	on	L1	exhibited	unexplained	fading	and	spectral	
characteris7cs	

Interference Signal Characteristics 
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•  Power	spectra	exhibit	broad-
band	interference	on	L1	and	
narrowband	interference	on	
L2	(top	3	rows)	compared	to	
nominal	GPS	signals	(bokom)	

•  Horizontal	axis	3MHz	
frequency	range,	ver7cal	axis	
dB	scaled	for	comparison.	

L1 and L2 Power Spectra 
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L1: Day 074 L2: Day 074

L1: Day 144 L2: Day 144

L1: Day 151 L2: Day 151

L1: Nominal L2: Nominal

Fig. 2: Power spectra centered near the GPS L1 (left column) and L2 (right column) frequencies from interference-affected
data captured on days 74, 144, and 151 of 2018 (top three rows), and from nominal data captured on day 158 of 2018 (bottom
row). The frequency span is approximately 3 MHz wide, scaled linearly with 0.5 MHz divisions. All ordinate axes are in dB
and scaled equivalently for ease of comparison. Spectra are estimated by Welch’s method [2] from 1-second data intervals
with a 5.6-kHz frequency resolution.

is the size of the positioning error introduced by this
assumption?

5) How best to estimate the size of the positioning error
introduced by my assumption that the transmitter’s clock
rate offset is constant over each 70-second capture?

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing arguments have established what was to be
proven.
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L1 Interference Time Variability 
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Day	158:	Nominal	Signal	

Day	74:	Strongest	Authen7c	Signal	

Day	144:	False	PRN	17		Signal	
Day	74:	Strongest	False	Signal	

•  The	I-Q	accumula7on	7me	histories	are	punctuated	by	intervals	of	unstable	phase	
•  In-phase	(black)	and	quadrature	(gray)	10-ms	accumula7ons	are	shown.		The	inset	shows	a	magnified	

view	of	two	sudden	amplitude	fades	in	the	false	signal.	
•  The	1-ms	accumula7ons	of	PRN	17	false	signals	from	day	144	exhibit	roughly	a	1-sec	periodic	phase	

instability	



•  The	day	144	interference	includes	a	central	interference	signature	that	waxes	and	
wanes	

•  Oscilla7on	period	is	approximately	5	seconds	
•  The	power	spectra	near	L1	for	the	maximum	(le\)	and	minimum	(right)	phases	of	

the	waxing	and	waning	wideband	(0.25	MHz)	central	interference	prominence.	
•  L1	spectrum	for	day	144	on	previous	slide	was	taken	2	seconds	a\er	a	maximum.	

Variability in Interference Power Spectra 
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Fig. 3: Power spectra near L1 for the day 144 capture showing
maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) phases of the waxing
and waning wideband (⇠ 0.25 MHz) central interference
prominence. The prominence oscillates with a period of ap-
proximately 5 seconds. The L1: Day 144 plot in Fig. 2 catches
the prominence waning two seconds after the maximum shown
in the top plot above.
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Fig. 4: In-phase (black) and quadrature (gray) 10-ms accumu-
lation time histories for the strongest false signal from the day
74 capture (top), the strongest authentic signal from the day
74 capture (middle), and the strongest signal from the day 158
nominal capture (bottom). The inset on the top panel shows an
amplified view of two sudden amplitude fades in the received
false signal. The maximum carrier-to-noise ratio C/N0 over
the intervals shown are, from the top, 42.5, 46.8, and 52.5
dB-Hz.

Fig. 3: Power spectra near L1 for the day 144 capture showing
maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) phases of the waxing
and waning wideband (⇠ 0.25 MHz) central interference
prominence. The prominence oscillates with a period of ap-
proximately 5 seconds. The L1: Day 144 plot in Fig. 2 catches
the prominence waning two seconds after the maximum shown
in the top plot above.
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Fig. 4: In-phase (black) and quadrature (gray) 10-ms accumu-
lation time histories for the strongest false signal from the day
74 capture (top), the strongest authentic signal from the day
74 capture (middle), and the strongest signal from the day 158
nominal capture (bottom). The inset on the top panel shows an
amplified view of two sudden amplitude fades in the received
false signal. The maximum carrier-to-noise ratio C/N0 over
the intervals shown are, from the top, 42.5, 46.8, and 52.5
dB-Hz.



Assump7ons	
1.  The	interference	source	is	on	the	Earth	surface	
2.  The	frequency	difference	between	the	Rx	and	Tx	

oscillators	is	constant	over	a	70	sec	raw	capture	

Locating the Interference Source 
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Fig. 5: Top: Doppler time history corresponding to the false
PRN 10 signal from the day 144 capture. Bottom: Post-fit
residuals of the Doppler time history assuming the estimated
transmitter location and clock rate offset. The standard devia-
tion of the post-fit residuals is 2.3 Hz.

Fig. 6: Estimated transmitter location overlaid on 95 and 99%
horizontal error ellipses.

Doppler	7me	history	of	false	PRN	10	signal	
Day	144					

	

•  The	loca7on	of	the	interference	source	can	be	
derived	within	<10	km	

•  Source	of	interference	is	geolocated	to	the	Eastern	
Mediterranean	

144	



•  We	now	know	the	origin	of	the	interference	signal,	and	can	
es7mate	its	strength	and	impact	

•  The	interference	at	L1	caused	6dB	of	C/N0	degrada7on	of	authen7c	
GNSS	signals	for	a	narrowband	(3	MHz)	receiver	at	a	distance	of	
1340	km	

•  Assuming	standard	path	loss	and	a	uniform	antenna	pakern,	for	a	
commercial	aircra\	at	10	km	al7tude	
–  Direct	overflight	would	cause	over	100	dB	of	C/N0	degrada7on	
–  At	least	32.5	dB	degrada7on	for	any	aircra\	within	line-of-sight	of	the	

transmiker	(<360	km	distance)	
–  This	would	prevent	use	of	GPS	L1	C/A	signals	anywhere	within	line-of-

sight	of	the	transmiker	

Strength of the Interference 
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•  The	GROUP-C	experiment	on	the	ISS	rou7nely	collects	GPS	signals	for	
the	purpose	of	radio	occulta7on	sensing	of	the	Earth’s	ionosphere	

•  On	May	24,	2018	the	GROUP-C	experiment	collected	high-fidelity	
GPS	data	which	serendipitously	included	anomalous	signals	

•  The	GROUP-C	FOTON	receiver	collected	GPS	data	on	several	days	in	
2018	which	exhibited	GPS	interference	signals	

•  Follow-up	data	collec7ons	and	analysis	provided	informa7on	about	
the	nature,	origin,	and	poten7al	impact	of	these	signals.	

•  Analysis	revealed	that	the	anomalous	signals	were	GPS	interference	

Summary 
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Verification of Interference Signal 
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A	2017	raw	capture	over	the	Carribean	
exhibits	a	typical	GPS	L1	power	spectrum.	

The	day	144,	2018	raw	capture	shows	
conspicuous	broad-band	interference	

The	interference	signal	is	not	a	receiver	problem.	

WIRED	Magazine,	9/21/2017	0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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2017	Raw	Capture,	Carribean	Sea	 2017/05/24	Raw	Capture,	Black	Sea	

L1	Power	Spectrum	 L1	Power	Spectrum	
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